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ABSTRACT

fore those words, and require that 2) all the predecessor words

We describe a lattice generation method that produces high-

of a given word occurrence in the ASR network should be iden-

quality lattices with less than 10% increased computation over

tical (a full bigram model satisfies this condition), and that 3)

standard Viterbi decoding. Using the North American Business

phones from different words should not be merged into the same

News (NAB) task, we show our method is within 0.2% in lattice

decoding state (a ‘tree lexicon’ satisfies this condition). Lattices

word-error rate of ‘full lattices’, which are those that contain all

generated under these conditions should be full lattices.

the recognition hypotheses within the search beam. Our method

Unfortunately, conditions (2) and (3) are rather restrictive, and

is closely related to previous lattice generation methods, but ap-

incompatible with our approach to building very compact and

plies to more general network topologies.

easy-to-search phone-level networks for very large tasks [5]. In

We also give real-time results on the NAB task, in which we gen-

particular, compact approximate finite-state representations of

erate lattices in a first pass and then rescore them with stronger

n-gram language models [12] violate (2), while (3) is violated

acoustic and language models in a second pass. We are able to

by the determinization and minimization algorithms we use to

achieve at 3x real-time a word error rate of 11.2% on the Eval ’95

optimize our statically constructed phone-level networks [4]. As

test set, which is only 1.7% worse than AT&T’s official bench-

such, we sought a lattice construction method that worked well

mark result that year using what was then a 1000x real-time sys-

on these more general network topologies.

tem.

2. Methods
1. Introduction

2.1. One-Best Decoding

A speech-recognition lattice is a labeled, weighted, directed

In our work, we represent ASR networks as finite-state trans-

acyclic graph in which each complete path represents an alterna-

ducers [11, 14, 4, 5, 8]. These are labeled, weighted, directed

tive transcription hypothesis, weighted by its recognition score

graphs in which each arc a has a source state S(a), destina-

for a given utterance. Lattices are useful when more than one

tion state D(a), an input label I(a), output label O(a), and a

alternative is desired from a recognition pass. For example, it is

weight P (a). For a typical transducer T described here, each

often desirable to divide speech decoding into two passes, a first

arc’s input label is a context-dependent phone symbol (corre-

pass that creates a lattice using relatively simple acoustic and

sponding to a distinct HMM) or  (the empty or null phone),

language models, and a second ‘rescoring’ pass that uses more

each arc’s output label is a word label or  (the empty or null

elaborate models, which would be too expensive to use in the

word), and each arc’s weight is the language model probability1

first pass, to select a best hypothesis from the lattice.

for that arc. A complete path through such a transducer from

We describe a lattice generation method that was added to a

the distinguished start state to a distinguished final state, gives a

standard Viterbi decoder to produce high-quality lattices with

legal sequence of words in the language model as specified by

little added computational overhead. We will present the con-

the path’s output labels, a corresponding pronunciation in terms

ditions under which our lattices are equivalent to full lattices,

of context-dependent phones as specified by the input labels,

which consist of all the recognition hypotheses within the Viterbi

and a language model probability as specified by the product

search beam. Full lattices are desirable in the sense that only

of the arc weights. The construction of these transducers from a

‘implausible’ paths outside the beam have been discarded.

context-dependency specification, a pronunciation lexicon, and a

Our method is closely related to previously reported efficient lattice generation methods [9, 10, 15], but applies under less restrictive conditions on the ASR network topology. The earlier

language model, and their optimization for recognition time and
space performance are described in detail elsewhere [14, 4, 5].
1 This

weight can include pronunciation probability alternatives as

methods assume that 1) the time boundary between two words

well when there are multiple pronunciations for a given word (in con-

found by the recognizer does not depend on the word history be-

text) and a stochastic model for them.

The recognition task can be characterized as finding that path

2.2. Lattice Generation

of arcs a = a1 ..., an from the initial state to a final state in T

Our lattice generation algorithm consists of three main steps.

that maximizes the joint probability of the acoustic and language

The first step creates a context-dependent phone-to-word trans-

models when applied to a given utterance [11]. In other words,

ducer lattice, the second step converts this to a word lattice, and

we seek the path a that satisfies:

a third step prunes the lattice relative to the best scoring path

max P (~x[0, τ ], a) =

(1)

a

max

a,t1 ,...,tn−1

n
Y

The first step involves no extra computation over the normal
Viterbi algorithm other than the negligible time needed to add

P (~x[ti−1 , ti ]|I(ai )) P (ai ).

states and arcs into the transducer lattice as it is being con-

i=1

The first factor represents the acoustic model likelihood for the
context-dependent phone I(ai ) when applied to the speech feature vectors ~x beginining at time ti−1 and ending at time ti .
The second factor, as indicated above, represents the language
model probability for that arc in T . This formulation contains
the usual approximations of conditional independence of the
context-dependent phone models and the Viterbi condition by
using the maximum rather than the sum over the possible segmentations t0 (= 0), t1 , . . . , tn−1 , tn (= τ ). The recognized
word sequence is given by O(a1 ) · · · O(an ).
We now express (1) in terms of the best scoring path to each
state of T for a given time, since this is central to the Viterbi
algorithm. Let B(s) be the set of all paths a1 · · · ak in T from
the initial state to state s and let:
α(s, t) =

through the entire lattice.

max

a∈B(s),t1 ,...,tk−1

k
Y

structed. Each state of a phone-to-word transducer lattice L corresponds to a pair (t, s) of a time frame in the recognition and
a state from the recognition transducer T . The initial state is
the pair of utterance start time 0 and the start state of T . The
final states are the pairs consisting the utterance end time τ and
a final state from T . If, during the Viterbi recursion of (4), we
have identified the optimal start time t0 for arc a ending in state
D(a) at time t, then a corresponding arc is added to L from
state (t0 , S(a)) to state (t, D(a)). If necessary, state (t, D(a))
was first created ; state (t0 , S(a)) must already have been in L by
induction. The new arc has input label I(a), output label O(a),
and weight P (~x[ti−1 , ti ]|a)P (a). All this information is readily
available from the Viterbi recursion. It is not difficult to see that
this step is a phone-level analog of the prior word-level methods
[9, 10, 15].

P (~x[ti−1 , ti ]|ai )P (ai ).

(2)

An implementation detail is that since we represent states in a
transducer M as integers from 0 to |M | − 1, we need a way in

i=1

the above steps to map from the (t, s) pairs to their correspond-

Then:

ing integer state indices in L. While a hash table is a possible
solution, a more efficient one is as follows. We store the index

max P (~x[0, t], a)
a

=
=

max α(s, t)
s

(3)

h

max p(a) max P (~x[t0 , t]|I(a))α(S(a), t0 )

D(a)=s

t0 <t

i

for D(a) at the current time, and we store the index for the pair
(4)

In (4) we factor the familiar Viterbi recursion [3] into two nested
(max) loops: the outer loop considers each possible active arc
a ending in s, with LM probability P (a), and the inner loop
picks out the optimal start time t0 for a by combining the acoustic likelihood of a between t0 and t with the best path likelihood
from the start to state S(a) at time t0 . Typically, the inner maximization is itself evaluated using dynamic programming internal
to the HMM associated with arc a, building on previously tabulated values of α(s0 , t0 ) for appropriate states s0 and times t0 .
We omit the description of this step here, since it is not needed
for our lattice generation presentation.
Since the full set of paths expressed in (4) could be very large
and computationally burdensome, states s for which α(s, t) <
κ ∗ maxs0 α(s0 , t) are commonly pruned out at each t, where

κ, the beam factor, is empirically chosen to be small enough that

the arcs that are left “active” are likely to contain the best scoring
path that would be chosen if no pruning were done.

for the pair (t, D(a)) in the decoder active state data structure
(t0 , S(a)) in the decoder active arc data structure for a.
To convert these phone-to-word lattices to word lattices, we rely
on our efficient implementations of the general finite-state operations found in our FSM library [7, 6] 2 . The first step is the
trivial projection on to the word labels by, in effect, deleting in
the input labels from the lattice arcs and leaving only the output
labels. Since in the transducer representation of T only one arc
per word can contain the word label on the output side, paired
with one of its phones on the input side, all the other arcs of that
word have a phone on the input side and an  on the output side
[11]. Therefore, projection creates a lattice with many  arcs, in
addition to the usual word arcs.
To reduce the size of the lattice, we would like to remove the 
arcs while preserving the overall cost of any word path. If arcs
were not weighted, we could use the classical -removal algorithm for finite automata [2]. As described elsewhere [7, 6], we
2 The

FSM library can be downloaded for non-commercial use from

the cited URL.

have extended this algorithm to the weighted case. In the special

incurring significant extra costs in recognition time and space.

case where condition (3) above holds, -arc removal is trivial

Compared with the conditions imposed by the previous lattice

because of the ‘tree’ structure of the network, and in fact can

generation methods described in the introduction, we have re-

be done on-the-fly during decoding. More general topologies

placed word-level conditions (1)-(3) by two phone-level condi-

of T can require our more general weighted -removal method,

tions (A) and (B). As we have claimed our condition (B) is a less

for which no efficient on-the-fly version is yet available. How-

restrictive on the ASR network topology than conditions (2) and

ever, a typical T has many tree-like subnetworks (states with in-

(3), since (2) and (3) imply (B) but not conversely. For exam-

degree of one), to which we apply the trivial on-the-fly -removal

ple, (B) holds for any lexicon and language model which is used

method. In either case, -removal requires a negligible part of the

with (fully) triphonic context-dependent phone models, so there

overall computation time.

are no restrictions at the context-independent phone or word-

The final step is to prune the lattice relative to the best scor-

level in that case. Since our ASR networks are typically built for

ing path through the lattice. While the normal recognition beam

triphonic (or larger) acoustic models, condition (B) is generally

prunes the search space, that pruning is based only on the best

met without network modification [5].4

scoring path up to the current time t. Subsequent beam pruning

However, it is also possible to impose condition (B) on a net-

of the lattice relative to complete path scores through the lattice

work with less than triphonic context by means of a finite-state

proves to be much more effective [10]. The method is simple:

transduction. One simply uses the triphonic construction pre-

the best score α(s) among paths from the initial state to state s is

sented in [14] to build a triphonic context-dependent transducer,

found as well as the best score β(s) among paths from state s to a

which is then composed with the cascade of the lexicon and lan-

final state; both can be solved by single-source shortest distance

guage model. Even in this case, the network optimizations that

algorithms [1].

3

States for which α(s) + β(s) < κ ∗ β(s0 ) are

are applied to the combination of lexicon and language model

then pruned, where s0 is the initial state of the lattice. A similar

presented in [5] can still be applied without violating condition

procedure can be used for arcs.

(B), but optimizations to the full context-dependent network (or

The same pruning algorithm can be used to garbage-collect the

lower) as presented in [8] can not.

lattice under construction periodically during decoding. For this

Condition (A) is more restrictive than condition (1). But this is

purpose, for each active arc a we add to the lattice a temporary

an assumption about acoustic phonetics, not ASR network topol-

-arc with weight 1/α(S(a)) to a temporary lattice final state.

ogy. Whether it is a reasonable assumption is an empirical ques-

This construction ensures that any pruned path would have been

tion. A key result from the next section is that our lattices are

pruned anyway by the previously described pruning of the com-

empirically very similar to full lattices, thus we conclude condi-

plete lattice.

tion (A) is reasonable.

2.3. Lattice Optimality
In general, the lattice generation method we have described may

3. Results
3.1. Lattice Quality

not contain all the recognition hypotheses within Viterbi beam
of the best scoring path. This is because the chosen start time t0
of the active arc a in (4) may be the optimal boundary between a
and the preceding phone history only for the path a0 that maximizes α(S(a), t0 ). Another distinct phone history might require
the boundary with a to be placed elsewhere.
However, if we assume A) the time boundary between two
(context-dependent) phones found by the recognizer does not depend on the phone history before those phones, and require that
B) all predecessor (context-dependent) phones of a given phone
instance in the ASR network be identical, then a lattice generated
by our method will be a full lattice.

We compared our efficient lattice generation method with full
lattice generation on the NAB task using the Eval ’95 test set. We
used a 160,000 word vocabulary, a bigram language model with
3.6 million n-grams, and a triphonic gaussian mixture acoustic
model with 5000 mixtures and four components per mixture.
We measured lattice quality by computing the lattice word accuracy, which is highest word accuracy rate of all paths in the
lattice. Table gives the results of this experiment at various
recognition beams. We see that our lattice WACC for lattices
generated by our efficient method differs little from lattices that
contain the full set of recognition hypotheses.

Our method can be modified to generate full lattices by computing and saving explicitly the values of t0 for a (and correspond-

4 Strictly

speaking, our acoustic models would have to have all pos-

ing arc costs) in (4) that survive the beam. However, this pre-

sible triphonic models for condition (B) to be completely valid. Our

cludes the efficient dynamic programming internal to arc a, thus

typical acoustic models for NAB, the number of distinct HMMs is over

3A

‘superfinal’ state reached by -arcs from the final states must be

added for β(s) to be a single-source problem.

half the number of all possible triphones (i.e., nphones3 ), which appears to be sufficient to give high-quality lattices as shown in the next
section.

MLLR transform. Fig. 1c shows total recognition time versus
Beam

Lattice WACC

word accuracy for the two-pass system at different beams.

Efficient

Full

With this second pass we were able to achieve a 3x real-time

12.0

93.3

93.4

word error rate of 11.2% on the Eval ’95 test set with the two-

13.0

95.3

95.3

pass system, which is only 1.7% worse than AT&T’s official

14.0

96.4

96.6

benchmark result that year using what was then a 1000x real-

15.0

97.2

97.4

time system [13].

Table 1: Efficient Lattice versus Full Lattice Quality
3.2. Lattice Generation Time
Using the same NAB task and models as above, we compared
the time to produce lattices versus the time to produce just the
one-best response at various beams. Figure 1a,b shows that lattice generation requires typically less than 10% additional computation time above one-best decoding.

5

Curve (b) represents

an upper bound on the accuracy that can be attained with rescoring, since any form of rescoring can only find answers that are
already present (possibly with incorrect scores) in the first-pass
lattice.
3.3. Lattice Rescoring
Finally, we demonstrate how this lattice generation method can
be used to create a two-pass system. For the first pass, we
used the same NAB models as described above to generate lattices at various beams. For the second lattice-rescoring pass,
we used a a 6-gram language model with 20 million n-grams, a
stochastic, TIMIT-trained, 463331 word multiple-pronunciation
lexicon, and a triphonic gaussian mixture acoustic model with
7000 mixtures and twelve components per mixture. The acoustic
models were adapted to each speaker using a single full-matrix
experiments were run on a Compaq Alpha 21164.
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Figure 1: Comparison of (1st and 2nd Pass) 1-best and lattice

6 We

estimate that the machine on which the present experiments

were conducted is around 10 times faster than that used for our 1995

word accuracies: each letter on a curve corresponds to beams 9

experiments, thus these results suggest a speed-up of at least 50 times

through 15 in unit steps.

for a relative increase in error rate of less than 20%.

